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MECM-203
M.E./M.Tech., II Semester Examination, June 2020

Advanced Process Dynamics And Control
Time : Three Hours

Maximum Marks : 70
Note : i) Attempt any five questions.

ii) All questions carry equal marks.
iii) Draw neat sketch and assume suitable data wherever you required.

1. a) What types of final control elements should we choose for manipulating the following products.
i) Steam at 25 bar
ii) Flow of acetic acid at 10 l/h nominal flow.

b) Why is the “equal” percentage valve so called?

2. a) What is the main objective in the design of an                      inverse-response compensator?
b) Find the overall closed-loop transfer function for the multiloop feedback control system

whose block diagram is shown in figure 1.

3. a) What is the process reaction curve, and how is it used for feedback controller tuning?

b) A first-order system with a steady-state gain of 2, and time constant of 3 is under PI control

with Kc = 4 and 
1

1 3
.

4τ
=  Is this closed-loop system stable or not?

4. a) With in the context of controller design using frequency-response models, what is a “gain
margin” and how is it different from a “phase margin”?

b) For a pilot scale, binary {Ethanol/Water distillation column, the process reaction curve,
representing the experimentally recorded response of the overhead mole. Fraction of ethanol
to a step change in the overhead reflux flow rate, has been approximately modeled by the
transfer function.
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From an appropriate Bode diagram for this process, obtain the parameters necessary for
designing a PI controller using the Ziegler-Nichols stability margin tuning rules.

5. a) What are the essential requirements for the successful implementation of cascade control?

b) Design a feed forward controller for the stirred heating tank of figure 2. And investigate the
controller performance and the overall behavior of the stirred mixing tank system in response
to a step change of magnitude A in the set-point ysp, while under pure feedforward control.

6. a) To what process control problem is split-range control an appropriate solution?
b) To what aspect of the process does the term “wild stream” refer in process flow applications

of ratio control?

7. a) What are the primary advantages and disadvantages of simplified versus generalized decoupling?
b) What is the ideal RGA, and under what condition can it be obtained? How is the RGA used for

loop pairing?

8. a) What are the three major issues raised by the use of the digital computer for control system
implementation?

b) What is the procedure for obtaining discrete-time models from first principles?
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(Figure 2. The stirred mixing tank under feed forward control)
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